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Saraswati Healing™ Intermediate Level  

Study Guide & Course Outline 
 
Namaste beloved, and welcome to the program. 
 
This study guide will help you pace yourself through the training. 
Some will move faster, others a little slower. If you feel like you have 
fallen behind, or are going to, please do not worry, just reach out to 
us immediately, and definitely before the end of the course term. 
If you are moving through the materials rapidly, perhaps due to 
prior learning or a time in your life when you can devote more time 
than usual to your studies, then please continue to share and 
practice with the community in the forum.  
 
As you know from the Foundations program, training with Alana is 
a lot more than the course materials. The materials are the 
skeleton of the training body. They are important. The flesh of the 
training body is the soul building that takes place in the energetic 
field of the training as you are held and stimulated into deeper 
awakening. In the intermediate level, we are focused on what it is 
to be a divine human – becoming, being, holding space with 
awareness, to step into your role as a light bearer on this planet. 
 
Soul work always meets us where we are at and takes us deeper into 
where we are ready and willing to go. There is always a deeper place 
to venture into as we move along our journey.   
 
In these four modules, we will explore not only graduate-level 
templates, but also the energies that we need to navigate the path 
of spiritual development and personal awakening at a higher level.  
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The skills we develop for this process are essential to manage the 
collective consciousness of the world today. These skills include 
courage to wisdom, discernment and the capacity to work 
consciously with play. 
 
We are delighted to be sharing this journey with you. 
 
With love, 
 
The Saraswati Healing ™ Team x 
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MODULE ONE – ENLIGHTENED PARTICIPATION 

 
Content for this module includes – 
 
Welcome to Saraswati Healing ™ Intermediate with Alana MP4 
 
Saraswati Healing ™ Intermediate Module One Introduction with Alana 
MP4 
 
Alana on Module One – Enlightened Participation MP3 
 
Guidance and healing for Enlightened Participation – with Alana and Dr 
Jo MP3 
 
Template documents for the Isis Template – themes and practices 
 

- Introduction to the Isis Template Themes PDF 
- The Isis Template PDF 
- The Isis Template Outline Only PDF 

             - Isis Template Pyramid of Life Visual Guide 
             - Isis Template Tools for Healing Practices  
 
Themes for the Isis Template with Alana MP4 

Isis Template Sound Healing with Alana MP4 

The Adjusted Isis Alchemical Template 
 
Workshop documents for the Isis Template workshop 
 
Questions to support your journaling PDF 
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For this module you will need these published materials at extra cost –  
 
Isis Power of the Priestess Meditations (download available) 
Isis Oracle  
 
If you’re experiencing delay in obtaining an oracle deck through the 
post, don’t worry. Our training angel had the experience of a 
spontaneous desire to run a template whilst travelling overseas using 
one of Alana’s oracle apps and it worked well for the purpose. It’s not 
the ideal long-term solution to work with an app rather than the actual 
deck, but it’s definitely a backup when needed and apps can be obtained 
quickly. All of the oracle decks in the Intermediate Level are available in 
app form.  
 
Week One and Week Two 
 
Comments - The first fortnight is significant in that it provides an 
abundance of content, which you will process over the coming month, 
and you will be adjusting to the course energies too. The video with 
Alana giving guidance and sound healing will support you in that.  
 
Give yourself plenty of time this week for study and for rest. Early 
nights are recommended as you will process a lot during sleep.  
 
We ask that you read the Isis template document and watch the video 
content and listen to the MP3 with Alana and Jo. Then you can practice 
the template once for self healing this week. Please have a rest day 
afterwards if you can, whatever that may look like for you. If you want 
to practice templates more than once a week, you can of course, but 
please don’t overdo it. In your enthusiasm to proceed, you may not 
realise quite how much is going on after just one template until you 
end up drained and exhausted. You can have too much of a good thing!  
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This training will help you learn how to balance mind, body, soul and 
spirit. Isis is a step up and you will likely feel it.  
 
There is a lot to cover and you have a month to work through each of 
the four templates you will learn in this program. Templates can be 
something of a soul feast. Let things settle and digest just as you would 
with a meal.  
 
We encourage you to complete one of the meditations from the Isis 
Power of the Priestess meditation album at least once per week also, 
preferably not on the same day that you perform the template. 
 
Have you connected on the Online Community Forum? This is hosted 
by the team, away from social media. It becomes our collective online 
sacred space to share in confidence.  
 
Reflect on your experiences of the template, and your meditation, and 
on your adjustment to the energies.  
 
You can refer to the PDF called “Questions to support your journaling” 

to help you digest and process the energies. We suggest that you begin 
journaling immediately and share with the group in the online forum. 
 
You may also like to work through a personal reading and healing 
process from the Isis Oracle this fortnight.  
 

Week Three and Week Four 

Comments – this fortnight we ask you to engage in group practice with 

the template – we ask you to attempt to either do one group mentoring 

session and/or one full day workshop (which will include a group 

mentoring session as part of the process).  
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We have flexibility with this depending on the circumstances that will 

suit you. You are welcome to do this within the community or outside 

of the community, provided that you advise it is a practice session only 

and do not charge fees for the work (you cannot do that until you are a 

licensed practitioner in the relevant training modules).  

For the group practice only you do have the option of using the 

Adjusted Isis Alchemical Triangulation Template. Our strong 

suggestion is that you try the original Isis template at least once in 

your group practice before you begin the joyful experiment of co- 

facilitating with other practitioners/trainees of Saraswati Healing ™ 

Intermediate Level. We would rather than you build up to it, step by 

step, rather than over-doing things and needing to take extended 

breaks to recover. Please remember you cannot use the Isis Alchemical 

Triangulation in a full day workshop – this adjusted template group 

practice is for co-facilitation with Practitioner/Trainees of Saraswati 

Healing ™ Intermediate Level only.  

 
Practice at least two meditations from the Isis Power of the Priestess 

meditation album, preferably not on the same day as a template or 

sound healing with Alana. Give things time to settle in between energy 

work practices. 

 
Have you written in your journal? We encourage you to reflect on your 
experiences of the template, and your meditation, and what is arising 
for you as you work with the energies. You can refer to the PDF called 
“Questions to support your journaling” from the first fortnight to help 

you. You can also connect and share with the community forum to help 
process energies and find emotional connection and support. 
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You may also like to work through a personal reading and healing 
process from the Isis Oracle this week. You can also share that process 
with another as part of your ‘practitioner practice sessions’, to help 
connect with and integrate the energy. This can be done within the 
community or outside of the community as long as you note it is a 
practice session. 
 
 
MODULE TWO – DEEPENING TRUTH  
 
Materials for this module include –  
 
Saraswati Healing ™ Intermediate Module Two Introduction with Alana 
MP4 
 
Alana on Module Two – Deepening Truth MP3  
 
On Deepening Truth – the authentic empowered feminine intelligence 
of your soul journey – with Alana and Dr Jo MP3 
 
Template documents for the Priestess Template 
 
Themes for the Priestess Template with Alana MP4 
 
Priestess Template Sound Healing with Alana MP4 
  
Workshop documents for the Priestess Template workshops 
 
Integrative deity practice of shamanic divine feminine PDF 
 
Questions to support your journaling PDF 
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For this module, you will require the following published materials – 
 
Love Your Inner Goddess book includes album of music and meditation 
(download available) 
Love Your Inner Goddess Oracle  
 
Week Five and Week Six  
 
Comments - The fortnight of this module brokers deepening into the 
soul journey we began with Isis, connecting to multiple facets of the 
divine feminine in a shamanic energy practice for advanced awakening, 
whilst learning how to hold space for those who may be new to the divine 
feminine, or simply want to get back to basics as a refresher (which can 
often be beneficial for advanced practices used to more complex 
practices). The guidance and sound healing video with Alana will support 
you in this energetic adjustment.  
 
Working with the divine feminine before we connect with the divine 
masculine in the next module is important. We dedicate half the course 
to this because the stronger the foundation in the feminine, the richer 
and deeper and more transformative the work in the sacred masculine 
energies of the third module and the tantric integration in the fourth 
module.  
 
You will also be adjusting as you explore the Priestess Template. At this 
level of capacity, you will be attracting energies into your practice (if 
you are a professional healer) and into your life that are a mixture of 
people at your level and those who are perhaps more ‘beginners’. 
Interacting authentically with beginners can be a great teaching for 
more advanced students. If you want to know how well you understand 
your spirituality, try to teach it to a beginner!  
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The capacity to express deep and potent truths with utter simplicity 
only arises when we have travelled deep and far on the path.  
 
This module will support you in advancing on your path in two ways – 
in learning a more complex deity practice which you can utilize for 
yourself and share with others as a practitioner (if they are advanced 
enough to benefit from it, that is an intuitive call that you will need to 
make) and in getting back to basics in the Love Your Inner Goddess 
materials which are the supportive works for the Priestess Template. 
These materials go deep but are phrased in ways that are accessible 
and not necessarily as esoteric as the Isis Template. It is intended for 
a different participant level, particularly if working with young people, 
but because it contains Spirit, there will be truth that is more 
universally applicable too. As you work with the deck you will sense this 
for yourself.  
 
With the demands of multiple-deity invocation in the shamanic 
exercise, please expect that you will likely need more rest, hydration and 
grounding afterwards, so please set the intention to give that to 
yourself. Remember that you can process a lot during sleep, and simple 
grounded exercise with breath-awareness can help you process and 
release excess energies. 
 
We ask that you read the Priestess template document and watch the 
relevant video. Then you can practice the template once for self healing 
this week before you practice a one on one session with another. Please 
have a rest day after each practice if you can, whatever that may look 
like for you. This template is strong and two templates a week is quite 
a lot of energy work, even if it may not feel like it at the time of practice.  
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You may notice your dreams more than usual as psychic energies are 
stirred up from deeper within. You will likely have experiences from the 
template practice also. Please journal accordingly during this time. This 
helps to process the energies.  
 
The PDF “Questions to support your journaling” from this module’s 
materials may be a useful guide. Consider reaching out for extra 
mentoring as needed. You can also engage in the community forum to 
help process energies too, and share the depth of the journey with us. 
 
We encourage you to complete one of the meditations from the Love 
Your Inner Goddess meditation album each week also, preferably not on 
the same day that you perform the template. The video with Alana 
offering guidance and sound healing will both stimulate and support 
your process too, as you attune to the energies and feel for how they 
differ from Isis (and also where they are similar). 
 
 
Week Seven and Week Eight 
 
Comments - Practice the Priestess Template again this week, this time 
preferably in a group as either a group mentoring session and/or a 
workshop (the workshop will include a group mentoring session within 
it). We understand this can be a lot to pull together in two weeks, so 
please consider working with other community members to do so, and 
remember that online is definitely an option for successful spiritual 
work these days but does require a stronger presence and holding to be 
as effective as in person. You must be well grounded as a facilitator to 
keep the group energy strong and connected. Take care to give yourself 
appropriate rest afterwards.  
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Practice a meditation or dance from the Love Your Inner Goddess 
materials at least once per week to attune yourself to the energies and 
become familiar with them, preferably not on the same day as a 
template.  
 
Have you written in your journal? Reflect on your experiences of the 
template, and your meditation or dance. You can refer to the PDF called 
“Questions to support your journaling” for this module to help you if 

you wish. Feel free to connect and share with the community forum. 
 
If you want more information, you can explore a reading and healing 
session for yourself and/or others with the Love Your Inner Goddess 
Oracle, and the short book that accompanies the Love Your Inner 
Goddess music and meditation album.  
 
There are an abundance of decompression sessions and supportive 
materials in the Community Resource Library that will still contain 
benefit even for graduates to revisit. Those materials, and new ones 
added by our team throughout the training, will be there for you as part 
of your on-going community membership. 
 
 
MODULE THREE – DISCERNING WISDOM 
 
Materials for this module include –  
 
Saraswati Healing ™ Intermediate Module Three Introduction with Alana 
MP4 
 
Alana on Module Three – Discerning Wisdom MP3 
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On Discerning Wisdom – the significance and support of the sacred 
masculine energies for spiritual awakening with Alana and Dr Jo MP3 
 
Template documents for the Sacred Rebels Template 
 
Themes for the Sacred Rebels Template with Alana MP4  
 
Sacred Rebels Template Sound Healing with Alana MP4 
  
Workshop documents for the Sacred Rebels Template workshops 
 
Questions to support your journaling PDF 
 
Integrative deity practice of the Tantric Seal of Divine Protection (aka 
the Sacred Rebels Seal), which is a protective invocational process, 
demonstrating synthesis of Divine Masculine enlightened energies PDF.  
 
For this module, you will require the following published materials – 
 
Lion Headed Deities album of meditation (download available) 
Sacred Rebels Oracle 
 
 
Week Nine and Week Ten 
 
Comments - The shift into module three is a significant energy shift 
into the divine masculine. We have been preparing for this. There are 
feminine energies that will continue to support the process. The reason 
for this emphasis on the feminine is to balance the power of the 
masculine.  
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Masculine energy is marvellous, but it can trigger unhealthy tendencies 
that are typical of Western culture including – dissociation, will power 
instead of wisdom, judgement and harshness, “I know best” of ego 
instead of surrendering to Spirit, and lone-wolf-ism, rather than leaning 
into healthy connections.  
 
When the masculine energy is received and expressed in a soul that has 
a grounded feminine wisdom, the masculine energy can shine with its 
radiant potential offering us discernment, strength that is wise rather 
than foolish, insight with compassion, responsibility for our 
individualism in the context of a greater spiritual plan unfolding. We 
balance destiny with creativity and feel both empowered and supported.  
 
The skills that the masculine energy provide for the spiritual path are 
essential, but they can be easily ‘weaponised’ (ie distorted and used 
against the heart and soul, rather than supporting the path). We need 
the strong feminine foundation of wisdom to ensure that does not 
happen. To be clear, the feminine traits can become unhealthily 
distorted too. The awakened caring masculine can prevent that from 
happening with his clarity and discerning insight. The feminine and 
masculine energies that awaken and heal within our hearts and souls 
will work together to keep each other healthy.  
 
Grounding and connection with your body will support you during this 
module especially well. Give yourself plenty of time this week for study 
and for movement, eating well and rest. Alana’s video of guidance and 
sound healing will support you too. 
 
Early nights are recommended as often as possible. Dreams are one of 
the methods of divine feminine communication. Even if you don’t 
remember them, much will be happening.   
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If you can journal your dreams, you’ll find a deep and beautiful on-going 
source of powerful divine feminine guidance and healing from within. 
This module is a great time to explore your messages from dreams in 
your journaling – especially if working with masculine energy is new for 
you and may give rise to issues to be resolved. 
 
We ask that you read the Sacred Rebels template document and watch 
the video materials. Then you can practice the template once for self 
healing and consider sharing a template with another this fortnight too 
in a one on one and/or small group. You can work with other trainees 
online to do this if you wish. 
 
Please have a rest day afterwards if you can, whatever that may look 
like for you. If you want to practice the template more, you can, but 
again, please don’t overdo it. This module will require that you connect 
with and listen to your body as you integrate the shift in energy. 
 
We encourage you to complete one of the meditations from the Lion-
headed deities meditation album in this fortnight also, but preferably 
not on the same day that you perform the template. This will give you 
a balance between masculine (Narasimha) and feminine (Sekhmet) 
energies.  
 
You may want to explore the integrative deity seal this fortnight or 
wait until the following fortnight – pace yourself and if you need more 
sleep because your unconscious is working hard to integrate and 
process the energies, take that time for yourself with some early nights. 
 
Have you written in your journal and connected on the Community 
Forum? Reflect on your experiences of the course materials and 
practices.  
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You can refer to the PDF called “Questions to support your journaling” 

in this module’s materials for inspiration. Share with the group for 
extra support. We are here for you! 
 
 
Week Eleven and Week Twelve 
 
Comments - Please practice the Sacred Rebels Template this fortnight, 
with appropriate rest afterwards. We encourage you to do this in small 
group template format and/or in a workshop (which will incorporate the 
group template within it). You can do this with other trainees online or 
in-person or with participants from outside the training. Please advise 
participants that these are practice sessions only and not offered for 
payment. Always remember to pace yourself and rest appropriately. 
 
Practice a meditation from the Lion-headed deities meditation album, 
but preferably not on the same day as a template. 
 
Reflect on your experiences of the template, and your meditation, the 
course materials and your personal process. You can refer to the PDF 
called “Questions to support your journaling” for this module to help 

you.  
 
Feel free to connect and share with the community forum to help 
process energies and awaken your creative flow for a creative soul 
offering which you can share with our community if you wish. The 
masculine energy is profoundly creative and you may feel moved to 
express, create, share or otherwise feel more vitalized (or challenged if 
you are processing deeply). Support yourself with the tools you have 
available and reach out for more assistance as needed. This offering 
could be art, poetry or song, a video of dance or a story or whatever 
inspires you in your process. 
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You are welcome to ask questions around the sacred masculine 
energies and the interaction with the divine feminine if you wish, 
especially as these are new energies for us to be contemplating.  
 
You may wish to provide an oracle card reading and healing process for 
yourself and/or others with the Sacred Rebels Oracle this week to 
further attune yourself to the energies. The integrative deity practice 
– the Sacred Rebels seal – will support this too. It is a potent practice. 
Please take your time and don’t overdo it.  
 
 

MODULE FOUR – SACRED CELEBRATION  

 
Materials for this module include –  
 
Saraswati Healing ™ Intermediate Module Four Introduction with Alana 
MP4 
 
Alana on Module Four – Sacred Celebration MP3 
 
On Sacred Celebration – the spiritual master-technique of ultra-
integration - with Alana and Dr Jo MP3 
 
Template documents for the Divine Circus Template 
 
Themes and sound healing for the Divine Circus Template with Alana 
MP4 
  
Workshop documents for the Divine Circus Template workshops 
(playshops!) 
 
Integrative deity practice of the Universal Christ Consciousness.  
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Questions to support your journaling PDF 
 
For this module, you will require the following published materials – 
 
Christ Consciousness album of meditation (download available) 
Divine Circus music album (download available of individual tracks, 
although a mix is provided as part of your course materials for you to 
begin with if you prefer) 
Divine Circus Oracle 
 
Week Thirteen and Week Fourteen 
 
Comments - Our rhythm changes in this module, shifting towards 
integration at a deeper level but also upliftment into joy. Joy does not 
require that we are happy all the time. Joy is an affirmation of aliveness, 
of the mystery of human existence which includes both suffering and 
transformation towards liberation. Joy is a commitment to aliveness, 
and a willingness to ‘dance in the rain’ and recognise the ‘rainbows 
require rain’.  
 
The heart is capable of such complexity – there can be joy and wonder, 
even when we are struggling, and in pain. The pain doesn’t feel good and 
we want to work through it, yet we can also recognise it holds seeds for 
healing. We can celebrate that it could be the hidden gift that we 
become grateful for in the not-too-distant future because it teaches 
us something and pushes us to outgrow outmoded ways of being.  
 
Joy in this sense is resilience, willingness and a childlike spirit of wonder 
and curiosity, combined with the adult strength to confront our 
struggles and gently yet determinedly work through the steps to heal. 
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Divine Circus is a radical yet gently joyful approach to our spirituality 
that works with the divine feminine energies of the body (blood, bone, 
guts) and the animating masculine energies (breath and light). In deity 
practice we work with the Christ Consciousness.  
 
There is little emphasis on Jesus (an expression of the Christ 
Consciousness) as a joyful figure, yet his teachings and parables were 
not only brilliant in their simplicity, but also at times absurd and in 
context, quite funny – camel through the eye of a needle? Ridiculous! 
Reminds me of the quip by French philosopher Voltaire “God is a 
comedian playing to an audience too afraid to laugh.”  
 
We need fearlessness, and trust, to see be able to take good-natured 
delight in the absurdly funny nature of life. I have talked before at the 
way a trip to the dog park can be astonishing and amusing. The absurd 
is everywhere and this is not a denigration of the divine genius. It is a 
recognition of the beautifully strange sense of humour that is kind, 
rather than mean-spirited.  
 
We are delicate beings in many ways, yet we are courageous and brave 
too. This is the gift of this work – the realization of our divine humanity. 
It definitely requires a sense of humour, of play, that fosters a different 
mindset and can break through stubborn and miserable patterns of 
being that torture the mind and imprison the soul. We must recognise 
and work with our suffering, yes. Playfulness does not eradicate 
suffering. It gives space for us to be able to process it more fearlessly 
and more trustingly – when we are ready for that.  
 
We encourage you to spend some divine downtime listening to at least 
two or three of Alana’s songs from the Divine Circus album this 
fortnight - although preferably not on the same day that you perform 
the template unless that feels right for you.  
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You can have a dance around the loungeroom if you wish and shake out 
some energy too! We encourage you to complete a self-healing with the 
Divine Circus template this fortnight. Please listen to one meditation 
from the Christ Consciousness meditations that resonates for you this 
fortnight too. 
 
How is your journal writing, creative play and online forum engagement 
going? Reflect on your experiences of the template, and your 
meditation. You can refer to the PDF called “Questions to support your 

journaling” from this module to help you. Please share with the group 
for extra support. 
 
Your assessment will be due at the end of the training and you can start 
thinking about the content of your assessment this fortnight too. 
 
 
Week Fifteen and Week Sixteen  
 
Please work towards sharing either a group mentoring session with the 
Divine Circus template, or a Divine Circus workshop this fortnight. If 
childcare or other issues arise, please reach out to our training team. 
We must be flexible with the work whilst staying faithful to the training 
program and its aims as much as we can. We can figure out any 
troubles together. Remember to incorporate appropriate rest and 
reach out for mentoring as needed, as well as engaging in the 
community forum.  
 
It can be easy to lose focus towards the end of an intensive program. 
These last weeks will fly by so please ground and focus yourself for the 
last leg of the intermediate training journey.  
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Remember that this is the gateway into the next level of practice and 
vibration in our graduate community. You can continue your personal 
healing journey, and if you wish, your practitioner journey, with our 
beautiful vibrant community, as feels best for you.  
 
Settle into your divine downtime session with at least two - three songs 
from the Divine Circus album and one meditation from the Christ 
Consciousness meditation album this fortnight. What is divine 
downtime for you? Rest, a candlelit meditation or bath? Sitting, 
dancing or walking in nature? Curled up with your beloved pet and 
comfy blanket listening to the mantras from the album? You may like 
to share your approach in the forum. 
 
Remember to write in your journal. It will make assessment much easier 
for you. Reflect on your experiences of the templates, and your healing 
processes or other experiences of the training materials. You can refer 
to the PDF called “Questions to support your journaling” from this 

module to help you if you wish. Feel free to connect and share with the 
community forum to help process energies. 
 
You can dive deeper into a Divine Circus Oracle reading and healing 
process for self healing or healing with others this fortnight if you want 
to further integrate the energies. 
 
This is our final fortnight in the intermediate training program. We 
encourage you to focus on your assessment and on your on-going 
journey with us. This is a time to reflect. There can be great difficulty 
in attempting to condense a vast experience, so please give yourself 
some time to distill the essence.  
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It is time to reach out with questions and intentions for on-going 
community membership and what you can expect regarding further 
opportunities for on-going study and practice. 
 
To share this sacred work that is dedicated not only to individuals but 
to the healing of the collective, and created especially to suit the needs 
of humanity in this particular era, is a great blessing and alleviates not 
only personal, but also collective karma.  
 
We thank you for listening to your soul, and for your ongoing support 
in generating the wisdom and light that this healing modality creates. 
There are many beings in need. We honour you, your path, and your 
work, for the sacred contribution that you share with us. May all beings 
find freedom, love and peace, according to the compassionate grace of 
the enlightened ones that love all beings unconditionally.  
 
For any questions about your on-going journey with us, including 
further advanced training options, please reach out to our training 
team at training@alanafairchild.com 
 
With love,  
 
The Saraswati Healing ™ Team x 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


